Flexibility in Practice: How We Handled GameStop
In case you missed this client approved piece from Dimensional, we wanted to share it with you all.
Flexibility in Practice: How We Handled GameStop: GameStop’s rise and fall in price was extreme, but
our process is built to react systematically to the changes in stock prices that happen every day. This
incident serves as an opportunity to highlight how Dimensional’s investment process is built to handle
developments within markets, given that many of our portfolios held GameStop in January.
•

Size, relative price, and profitability contain information about expected returns. By late
January, GameStop had increased in size and relative price rather dramatically. Our investment
process is set up to respond to new information about securities and their expected returns on a
daily basis.

•

We evaluate stocks daily using many variables to assess long-term and shorter-term expected
returns. As the price of GameStop climbed, it quickly moved out of the small cap and value
space, becoming a large cap stock. For a dedicated small cap portfolio, we consider that
exposure to a large cap stock no longer fits the intended asset class of the portfolio.
Importantly, our daily process allows us to consider that in real time as prices change. After
peaking, GameStop’s subsequent fall in price put it in the low profitability growth space of the
small cap market, which we exclude across our equity portfolios due to low expected returns.
Our daily process allowed us to again respond quickly. By February 3, we had completely sold
GameStop from all Dimensional portfolios.

Flexibility in Practice: How We Handled GameStop

This example highlights how we implement our daily process each and every day. However, what we did
with GameStop is not unique to this situation. We regularly use new information about expected returns
in a flexible manner to maintain consistent exposure to higher expected returns. GameStop is a case in
point of how quickly prices can change and the importance of a robust implementation process that can
be nimble and respond systematically.
Feel free to contact us with any questions or comments. We’re here to help.

Thanks for Taking a Look!

